Histone-histone interactions within chromatin. Crosslinking studies using ultraviolet light.
Irradiation of either whole cells or chromatin at 280 nm results in the covalent linkage of histones 2A and 2B, presumably at their mutual binding sites. The reaction is specific and proceeds with high yield (about 80%). Irradiation of reconstituted nucleohistone containing only H2A, H2B and DNA also yields the H2A-H2B dimer. The cross-linking event is sensitive to the conformation of the H2A-H2B pair since the histones must be bound to DNA for maximum cross-linking specificity at low ionic strength. However, the histones must first interact with each other before being deposited on the DNA, since separate addition of the histones to the DNA yields no dimer upon irradiation. If irradiation is conducted at 254 nm rather than 280 nm, DNA-histone cross-linking appears to dominate.